PRINT SOURCES

MONOGRAPHS

The citation of a monograph must include: **Author(s)**, **Title, Edition** (when the work cited is not the first edition), **Publication details**. Examples for various situations are given below.

Titles are presented in *italics* when typed or **underlined** when handwritten.

**Single author**


**Two authors**

**Three authors**

**More than three authors**

**Works with editors**
Follow the same principles as with authors, but add the qualifier **(ed.)** or **(eds.)** in parentheses beside the name(s), e.g.:


**Corporate author**

**Works with no authors or editors**

**Conference proceedings**
ITEMS WHICH ARE PART OF A LARGER PUBLICATION

An article within a book

A print reference source


A biographical source

A journal article


A newspaper article

NON PRINT SOURCES
Note that the conventions are the same as above – you need to place the physical format in parentheses at the end of the citation.

An audio recording


A videorecording


A kit

Slides
ELECTRONIC SOURCES

Note that the conventions relating to authors illustrated above, also apply to electronic sources. The following includes examples of citations for information retrieved from the World Wide Web and from electronic databases, and a range of e-resources.

eBook

A Web site – no author

A Web site – with author


An article retrieved from a Web site


YouTube


An online journal


An article retrieved from an online journal

An article from an online reference source


An article from an online biographical source


An article from an online government directory


A reference to an article retrieved from an electronic periodical database
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